
Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

ludlow

stunning stonework
Like jewels designed to accentuate your living space, our Ludlow martini tables feature gorgeous tops artfully crafted from 
handpicked stone. Tabletops are aesthetically arranged by Indian artisans, who shape and place each stone to emphasize 
its layered patterns and rich, natural coloring. Assembled tabletops are bound in resin, polished, and cut to size. Simple iron 
table bases are brass-plated and finished with an antiqued patina.

Martini Table 
14.5" w x 14.5" d x 20.25" h 
Butter Jade     35BUTRJADLUD 
Petrified Wood     35LUDWDMART
Botswana Quartz   35LUDLOWBOTS
Tiger’s Eye     35LUDLOWT 
Angle Jasper     35LUDLOWJS 
Black Agate     35AGATEBK 
Grey Agate     35AGATEWH

ludlow  |  occasional collection  |  made in India

product details
 � Ludlow tabletops are crafted by Indian artisans from hand-picked stone 

complemented by brass-plated iron table bases. 

 � Stones used to create each tabletop are aesthetically arranged by hand 
according to color, size, and quality. Each piece is carefully shaped 
before the entire surface is bound with resin, smoothed, polished, and 
cut to size.

 � Iron table bases are polished and antiqued by hand, creating a rustic, 
aged appearance.

 � Petrified Wood tables feature bases with an antique zinc patina.

 � Butter Jade, Royal Sodalite, Angle Jasper, Tiger’s Eye, Botswana 
Quartz, Black Agate, and Grey Agate tables feature bases with a light 
antique brass finish.

 � Finished bases are lacquered for added protection and subtle sheen.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 17.25" h 
Petrified Wood 35LUDWOODCOF

C Table 
24” w x 16” d x 27.5” h 
Black Agate 35LUDBAGCTBL
Grey Agate 35LUDGAGCTBL

Tiger’s Eye

Finishes

Botswana Quartz

Angle Jasper Butter Jade

Petrified Wood

Grey Agate

Royal Sodalite

Black Agate


